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WORK OF THE WAR ARTISTS

108 Pictures Lost by Enemy Action on way to South America

Recent victims of enemy action include a group of 108 pictures from the

War Artists* work*

Varying portions of this official collection arc always on view at the

National Gallery, Varying portions, too, have for a long time past been touring
for quarters of the globe, where they have satisfied local curiosity as to what

the war looks like to artists, and how British painters are rising to the groat
occasion.

Discussion of the propaganda value of a serious artist is, for sensitive

people, distasteful. But they may be assured that the work of the War Artists,

being factual or emotional records without ulterior motive, have for that very

reason been welcomed everywhere by those people who, more and more, prefer to

do their own thinking.

All the consignments sent overseas have aroused the greatest interest; but,

though it is satisfactory to know that hitherto they have survived the hazards

of their journeys, it is very regrettable that loss should rob the South

American continent of what would have been the first exhibition of the kind to

be hold there.

The artists represented in the lost selection include Sir Muirhead Bone,

Henry Lamb, John and Paul Nash, Henry Moore, Francis Dodd, Henry Rushbury, Erie

Ravilious, Eric Kennington, C. Cundall, Edward Bawden, John Piper, W. Roberts,

R. Eurich, Graham Sutherland, T.C, Dugdale, C.R.W. Nevinson, A. Gross, Barnett

Freedman, Roger Furse and Edward Ardizzone,

Some of the work can, and will, be repeated; the others, where

the sitter or the artist is no longer alive, or a sudden dramatic effect was

responsible for an impression not to be recaptured, must be regarded as part of

the price that wise men never hesitate to pay when their own good name or the

esteem of their friends is at stake.
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